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Abstract

In systems disconnected from the external grid, such as mobile robots and vehicles, the effective use of renewables and
energy harvesting techniques helps a longer operation with less weight and space for batteries. Power packet dispatching
system is a promising measure to manage the complex power flow created by such distributed power sources of various
profiles. In the system, power is transferred as a pulse, and information tag is attached to the pulse power in voltage
waveforms. The physical integration of power and information realizes a smooth inclusion of sources and loads of
different profiles and their decentralized operation. This paper discusses the application of the system to load control.
We propose a decentralized packet-based feedback control scheme. The successful operation of the proposed scheme
is confirmed by an application to an electrical drive. In addition, the application to trajectory control of 2-degree-of-
freedom manipulator reveals the possibility of a peak-power reduction based on a demand response operation of the
proposed scheme. The results contribute to a realization of decentralized flow control of power packets based on the
convenience of both the sources and the loads.
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1 Introduction
Distributed power sources such as renewables and energy harvesting techniques have been introduced to
a wide variety of systems, including robots [1], electric vehicles [2, 3], and aircrafts [4]. Such systems
are disconnected from the external grid due to their mobility. Under the limitation of power available, the
introduction of renewables and energy harvesting techniques provides many advantages, including a longer
operation and a reduction of the weight and volume used for large batteries.

Here, the main challenge toward the introduction of distributed sources is the management of the sources
and loads of different and time-varying profiles. A promising measure is their decentralized control with
the help of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [5–7]. In a system consisting of many
elements, a decentralized scheme is more suitable for their control than a centralized one. Due to the limited
capacity of computation and communication, a centralized scheme faces a degradation of performance as
the number of elements increases.

As a possible realization of decentralized power distribution systems, the power packet dispatching
system has been proposed and investigated actively [8–10]. In the system, power and information are
transferred in an integrated form called power packet. Figure 1 (a) shows the configuration of a power
packet. Power is transferred as a pulse called payload, and an information tag is attached to each payload
as a voltage waveform without current. Then the power packets are transferred to their destination loads
through a network of power routers, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). On a power line, power packets from different
sources are completely distinguished in time-domain, which is called a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
method. Each power packet can be identified by the attached tag. Because of this physical separation of
power transfer, individual pairs of sources and loads do not interact each other. Therefore, the system can
attach/detach sources and loads of different profiles smoothly and let them operate flexibly in a decentralized
way [11].

Now, in the power packet dispatching system, power is processed as a digital quantity. That is, the
power supply is discretized in time and quantity. It is completely different from the conventional systems,
where power flow is controlled by a regulation of continuous current flow using power converters. Digital
control techniques have been investigated actively and proved to have many advantages over the analog
counterpart [12]. In addition, as digital processors have become available at a reasonable price, they are
now utilized in distributed and decentralized control systems. However, the existing theories focus on
how to generate digital signal; there have been few studies on the digitization of the physical input itself.
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Figure 1: Power packet dispatching system. (a) Configuration of power packet. (b) Dispatching network.

In order to adopt the power packet dispatching system in real-world applications, a novel framework for
packet-based control must be established.

In control, feedback information, which is obtained through observations of the environment, is essen-
tial for a good performance in a changing surrounding condition. In the case of the power packet dispatching
system, the feedback information is utilized in controlling a flow of every power packet. Now note that, as
is also mentioned above, our interest is on a decentralized management of the power flow between multiple
distributed sources and loads. Therefore, there is no central brain that collects all the feedback informa-
tion and generates the signal on how to transfer every power packet. Instead, the routers distributed in a
dispatching network are required to think on its own about how to operate based on feedback information
available locally. This perspective has scarcely been investigated in the power packet dispatching system
so far (see Section 1.1). Most previous studies were based on passive operation of routers; the routers dis-
tribute power packets according only to the tag information, which is determined and attached at the source
side.

With these motivations, we develop a packet-based control scheme using feedback information that is
implemented into the routers and operates in a decentralized manner. The contribution of this paper is listed
as follows.

• A packet-based feedback control scheme is developed (Section 2). As shown at right bottom in Fig. 1
(b), the scheme is implemented as a dispatching circuit and its controller. They are regarded as an
end-node subsystem in a general power packet dispatching system. They regulate the supply of power
packets by a density modulation using the state feedback from its load. In addition, the regulation
is performed in a decentralized way; that is, the processing of power and information is conducted
partially at the receivers, not only at the senders.

• Performance analysis of the proposed feedback scheme is presented (Section 2). The performance is
evaluated in comparison with a conventional feedback control system with continuous power supply.
It is shown that the performance degradation due to the introduction of the power packetization can
be estimated quantitatively in advance. Then, we conduct numerical simulations and experiments
of an electric drive with the proposed subsystem (Section 3). It is confirmed that the performance
degradation is sufficiently small and does not prevent the achievement of angle control.

• The proposed scheme is applied to trajectory control of manipulator (Section 4). Each joint motor of
the manipulator is controlled by a dedicated decentralized subsystem. The successful trajectory con-
trol is confirmed through experiments. In addition, a demand response operation of the subsystems is
presented. Under the limitation of instantaneous power available, the joint motors are controlled by
their own subsystems to share the power. This setting is for demonstrating that the proposed system
can create the flow of power packets based on the constraints of the sources, as well as of the loads.
This operation is realized as a communication between neighbor subsystems.

1.1 Related works
In this subsection, we present some related works regarding the application of the power packet dispatching
to load control.
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Figure 2: Configuration for packet-based feedback control.

So far, there have been some studies on the load control in open-loop supply of packetized power. For
example, an open-loop power regulation by power packet density modulation has been proposed in [13].
The fundamental idea of this paper is inspired by the study, regarding the use of dynamic quantization
(Section 2). Besides that, in our previous paper [14], packet-based control is applied to trajectory control
of a manipulator. However, there have been only limited results on a feedback control of power packet
supply, in spite of the importance of feedback control in engineering applications. In addition, the feedback
scheme developed in this paper is not just a feedback version of the open-loop regulation [13] with a trivial
modification of software. In the previous proposal, the destination of power is determined at the generation
of power packets. On the contrary, we propose the decentralized way. This decentralization is more suitable
for our target systems that consist of multiple sources and loads.

The close-loop control of power packet supply is partially discussed in [15]. In fact, the concept of the
decentralized implementation of subsystems for load control is first proposed there. However, the control
scheme in [15] is dedicated to angle control of a stepper motor. Taking advantages of a particular structure
of stepper motors, the scheme achieved the angle control only by the close-loop selection of a supply phase.
On the contrary, in this paper, the power packet density modulation realizes the regulation of instantaneous
power. This method is applicable not only to motors but also to general systems that can be identified as a
state-space model.

A part of the experimental results in Section 4 is reported in [16]. It is extended in this paper by
presenting additional results and discussion on the achievement of angle control and the demand response
operation by packet-based feedback control. In addition, the detailed analysis of the control scheme itself
is provided for the first time in this paper.

2 Packet-based feedback control scheme
Figure 2 shows the configuration for the proposed packet-based feedback control. This configuration corre-
sponds to an endpoint node in a whole dispatching system, and we call it simply as a subsystem throughout
this paper. The input power packets can come from any power sources in the network through multiply
connected routers. A power packet transfers both power and signal. The power is transferred as a sequence
of pulses called payloads. The polarity of the input is controlled by an H bridge module 1. The signal is
transferred by a header of a power packet, i.e. an information tag just before a payload (see Fig. 1 (a)). The
signal includes a control target of the destination load. Note that the isolator module works as an interface
between the power line and the signal line. It blocks the current and pass only the voltage waveforms of the
tag to the controller board.

Now we assume that the power packets are produced by a constant voltage source. Then we define the
input of the controlled plant P is input voltage v. In many existing systems, the input is regulated by circuit
switching using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). On the contrary, in this paper, we adopt a Pulse Density
Modulation (PDM) [17, 18]. That is, the input is regulated based on the number of pulses in a unit time
duration. Here, regarding the configuration of a power packet, we assume the followings:

• A payload is a minimum unit of power supply, and the polarity of the motor input does not change
during a payload.

1Of course, when the load does not require the change of the polarity, the H bridge can be replaced by a single switch.
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Figure 3: Packet-based feedback control system, ΣQ, and its reference system with continuous input, Σ.

• The length and the voltage of power packets are fixed at T and V , respectively.

• For discrete time k = 1, 2, · · · , the time slot for the k-th power packet is expressed by t = [(k−1)T, kT )
in continuous time.

In addition, in the controller design of this section, we assume that the length of information tags is suffi-
ciently small to ignore. This assumption is based on the recent development of wide band-gap devices and
their driving techniques, which realize a fast switching without remarkable loss [19, 20]. With the defini-
tions and assumptions above, we denote the input voltage of k-th time slot by s(k) ∈ {+V, 0,−V}. Note that
s(k) (k = 1, 2, · · · ) is actually a signal generated by the controller. The voltage input v = s(k) is realized by
an H bridge driver, which alters the polarity of the payload supply according to a control signal s(k) given
by the controller.

The signal s(k) is generated at every power packet input t = kT , based on a target signal extracted
from an information tag and a feedback signal from the load. In this paper, we consider the control system
consisting of a conventional continuous-valued control scheme K and a signal quantizer Q. Figure 3 shows
the configuration of the control scheme to generate s(k). The control scheme determines the supply of k-th
power packet, s(k), at the arrival of the power packet. K generates a continuous-valued sequence u(k) based
on a state feedback and a target. Then, Q converts u(k) into discrete-valued signal s(k) ∈ {+V, 0,−V}.

In this paper, we adopt an Optimal Dynamic Quantizer (ODQ) for Q [21,22]. The quantizer is designed
to be optimal in the sense that it minimizes the effect of the quantization error on the output of the con-
trolled plant. The design of an optimal Q requires the state space model of the controlled plant P and the
continuous-valued control scheme K. We consider a linear, time-invariant, and single-input-single-output
(SISO) 2 plant P expressed by a discrete-time state space representation

P :


xp(k + 1) = Ap xp(k) + Bps(k)
y(k) = C1p xp(k)
z(k) = C2p xp(k)

, (1)

where xp ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rm and z ∈ R represent the state, the feedback signal, and the output for evaluation, and
Ap ∈ Rn×n, Bp ∈ Rn, C1p ∈ Rm×n, and C2p ∈ Rn are constant coefficient matrices. The state space model of

2The assumption of linearity and SISO is just for the simplicity of the expression. Q can be obtained for nonlinear systems of
multiple input/output [21, 23].
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K is expressed by

K :
{

xk(k + 1) = Ak xk(k) + B1kr(k) + B2ky(k)
u(k) = Ck xk(k) + D1kr(k) + D2ky(k) , (2)

where xk ∈ Rl and r ∈ R represent the state and the target signal, and Ak ∈ Rl×l, B1k ∈ Rl, B2k ∈ Rl×m,
Ck ∈ Rl, D1k ∈ R, and D2k ∈ Rm are constant coefficient matrices.

Now let us consider a dynamic quantizer Q of a dimension d in the following form:

Q :
{
ξ(k + 1) = Aq ξ(k) + B1qu(k) + B2qs(k)
s(k) = q(Cq ξ(k) + u(k)) , (3)

where ξ ∈ Rd represents the state of the quantizer and the function q(·) is a static quantizer of quantization
interval V . The matrices Aq ∈ Rd×d, B1q ∈ Rd, B2q ∈ Rd and Cq ∈ Rd are the design parameters of Q.

In [24, 25], a numerical method is proposed to find the design parameters of Q which minimizes the
difference of the input/output relationship between the system with quantizer ΣQ and the system without
quantizer Σ. A brief review of the optimization procedure is presented below. Let τ ∈ N+ ∪ {∞} be a
(discrete) time interval over which the performance of Q is evaluated. A sequence of the target over τ is
defined as R := {r(0), r(1), · · · , r(τ)}. Then the output sequence of the quantized system ΣQ for a set of an
initial state and a input sequence (x(0),R) ∈ Rn × Rτ+1 is defined as

ZQ(x(0),R) :=
{
zQ(k, x(0),R) | k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , τ}

}
, (4)

where zQ is the k-th output. In the same way, the k-th output of the ideal system Σ and its sequence over τ
are defined as z(k, x(0),R), Z(x(0),R), respectively. The parameters of Q is determined so that the maximum
output error

E(Q) := sup
(x(0),R)∈Rn×Rτ

||ZQ(x(0),R) − Z(x(0),R)|| (5)

= sup
(x(0),R)∈Rn×Rτ

{
sup

k∈{0,1,··· ,τ}
||zQ(k, x(0),R) − z(k, x(0),R)||

}
(6)

is minimized, where || · || represents∞-norm.
Once parameters of Q are determined, E(Q) indicates the upper bound of the output error. In the

numerical analysis in Section 3, the control performance is evaluated based on the value of E(Q).
Now note that in the power packet dispatching system, the input of P is limited to three levels {V, 0,−V},

while the output of the static quantizer q in Eq. (3) can take any integer multiple of V , i.e. aV(a ∈ Z). The
gap is filled by a numerical optimization under an additional constraint on the upper bounds of the input-
output gain γ1(≥ 1) and the error-output gain γ2(≥ 1) [24]. The output of Q satisfies the condition

|s(k)| ≤ γ1Umax + γ2
V
2
, (7)

where Umax represents the maximum absolute value of the input sequence of Q:

Umax := max
k∈{0,1,···τ}

||u(k)||. (8)

For example, if we know that Umax < V holds, then γ1 = 1 and γ2 = 2 give |s(k)| < 2V (k = 0, 1, · · · τ).
That is, the quantized output takes a value only from {V, 0,−V}. For the design of Q in Section 3, we con-
firm that the output of the continuous-valued controller, u(k), does not exceed V by preliminary numerical
simulations.

Here a comment is given regarding the input/output stability of the whole system ΣQ. Suppose that the
ideal reference system Σ is bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stable. That is, if there exists µ ∈ R≥0
that satisfies |r(k)| < µ for any sequence {r(k)} and for all time k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , then there exists M = M(µ) ∈
R≥0 that satisfies |z(k)| < M(µ) for all time k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Under this condition, it is obvious from Eq. (6)
that if {r(k)} is bounded by µ, the output of ΣQ is also bounded by MQ := M(µ) + E(Q). That is, the
packetization of the supply does not violate the BIBO stability of P and K.

3 Angle control of single motor
In this section, we discuss angle control of a motor with the proposed subsystem. A numerical performance
analysis and its experimental verification are given. To build the numerical models for the performance
analysis, we first present the experimental setup of P and K, determine the parameters of their models, and
design the quantizer Q based on the numerical models. Then, we numerically confirm the performance of
the proposed control scheme with the models and the designed quantizer. Lastly, we confirm the achieve-
ment of a successful angle control with the experimental setup.
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for angle control of single dc motor by proposed packet-based feedback
scheme.

Table 1: Specifications of DC brushed motor used in experiment (picked up from official data sheet [26]).

Item Value
Rated voltage 6 V dc
Coil resistance 3.33 Ω

Torque constant 0.22 N m A−1

Gear ratio 52.734
Backlash Max. 3◦

3.1 Experimental Setup and Design of Quantizer
We consider close-loop angle control of a dc brushed motor by power packets. This kind of motor is
supplied by dc power through its two-port terminal. The direction of the rotation is controlled by changing
the polarity of the supply. An H bridge driver is often used to alter the polarity.

Now, let v, i, θ, and ω be the input voltage across the dc input port, the current flowing through the motor
windings, the rotation angle, and the rotation velocity, respectively. The circuit equation of a dc brushed
motor is expressed by

L
di
dt

+ Ri + Keω = v, (9)

where Ke, L, and R denote a back electromotive force constant, inductance of the winding, and resistance
of the winding, respectively. The equation of motion of the motor is then expressed by

Jω̇ + bω = Kti, (10)

where Kt, J, and b denote a torque constant of the motor, a moment of inertia around the motor shaft, and
friction constant of the motor, respectively. From the Eqs. (9) and (10), the input and output of P are defined
as the input voltage v and the angle θ.

Figure 4 shows the experimental setup. The setup consists of a geared dc motor equipped with a mag-
netic encoder [26], its dedicated H bridge driver [27], and a FPGA board as the controller. Table 1 shows
the specification of the motor. The encoder can identify the rotor position in 12 levels; therefore, taking
the gear ratio into consideration, the resolution is approximately 0.57◦(' 360◦/(12 × 53)). An inertial load
of cuboid shaped aluminum is attached to the shaft of the motor. The moment of inertia of the load is
2.5 × 10−4 kg m2. With these values and Eqs. (9) and (10), the parameters of the numerical model for P are
determined as shown in Appendix A.

The voltage of the power source V is set at 10 V. The length of a power packet T is set at 800 µs. The
target angle of the motor is set as a step-like signal

r(k) =

54◦ (k ≥ 0)
0◦ (k < 0)

. (11)

Now note that we transfer power and target angle signals separately in the experiments of this section. The
target angle trajectory is stored in a memory and transferred to the control scheme at every time instant
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Table 2: Designed parameters of Q obtained by optimization.

Parameter Value
Aq 0.9969
B1q −0.9985
B2q 0.9985
Cq −0.9985
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Figure 5: Input voltage of motor obtained through numerical simulations. (a) Packet sequence s(k) (red
line) and the continuous input voltage (blue line). (b) Enlarged view of (a) in the time interval of 0–32 ms.

t = kT (k = 1, 2, · · · ). This simplification of the setup is for focusing on the performance analysis of
the motor control by digitized power. The transfer of both power and information is confirmed in the
experiments of manipulator control in Section 4.

For K, we adopt a Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) controller. The PID gains are determined so
that the motor reaches the target angle within a second and an overshoot is as small as possible. The gain
parameters of proportional, integral and derivative terms are determined as Kp = 10, Ki = 5, and Kd = 1,
respectively. Their state-space model is presented in Appendix A.

Now let us design an optimal quantizer Q based on the models of P and K. Throughout this paper,
we use a MATLAB software for designing the parameters by numerical optimization [22] with SeDuMi, a
solver package for MATLAB [28]. We conducted the optimization under the condition of the gains γ1 = 1
and γ2 = 2, the time interval τ = 200, and the dimension d = 1. Table 2 shows the parameters obtained by
the optimization. With the parameters, the maximum output error for t → ∞ is computed as E = 0.3266◦.
That is, the difference between the ideal system and the quantized system is expected to be always less than
or equal to E.

3.2 Results of numerical simulation
In this subsection, the results of numerical simulations are presented. We conduct simulations both with the
quantized system ΣQ and the unquantized system Σ to give an evaluation based on their comparison.

First, let us confirm the packetized input. Figure 5 shows the results of the simulation regarding the
input voltage. In Fig. 5 (a), the voltage in the ideal case (blue line) drew a decaying curve, while the power
packet input (red line) represented them by three levels. This is shown in detail in Fig. 5 (b), where the
density of “plus” input varied according to the continuous voltage.

Now we check the achievement of the angle control. Figure 6 shows the results of the simulation
regarding the angle trajectories. Figure 6 (a) indicates that the angle in quantized system ΣQ approaches
the target asymptotically. In addition, the angle trajectory is almost same with that of continuous input case
shown in Fig. 6 (b). In fact, Fig. 6 (c) shows that their difference is below the theoretical bound 0.3266◦ 3.

From these results, we can confirm that the designed quantizer Q successfully generated a sequence of
power packets s(k) that approximated the continuous signal u(k). The digitization of the power supply did

3Note that Fig. 6 (c) does not show the difference from the target angle.
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Figure 6: Angle trajectory obtained through numerical simulations. (a) Angle trajectory with power packet
input. (b) Angle trajectory with continuous (ideal) input. (c) Difference between (a) and (b).

not have much effect on the control performance. Moreover, the amount of the effect was below the upper
bound estimated in advance.

The performance of the packet-based system is in fact comparable to that of conventional systems. It is
confirmed by a comparison with a system based on pulse width modulation (PWM), which is often used in
applications such as a robot manipulator. We conduct a numerical simulation with the same setup except for
the replacement of the ODQ with a PWM. We adopt a three-level PWM with the carrier frequency 0.5 kHz
and the voltage 10 V. The frequency is selected so that the pulse width at around half duty become consistent
with that of the previous simulation. Figure 7 shows the angle trajectory obtained through the numerical
simulation. Figure 7 (a) indicates that the angle trajectory is controlled to the target in the similar way with
the case with the power packet input. Then the amount of the angle difference from the ideal case is shown
in Fig. 7 (b) for both the cases with the PWM and the packet-based scheme. In the comparison between
them, the maximum amplitude of the difference and the remaining error after approaching the target angle
are both on the same level. These results are satisfactory from our standpoint because they show that the
proposed scheme realizes our target without significant loss of performance. Note that our main target is
not to improve the precision of the control, but to introduce the advantages that are brought by constituting
a dispatching network capable of handling a variety of sources and loads.

3.3 Results of experiment
Next, let us move on to the results of experiments. Figure 8 shows the voltage and current waveforms
measured at the input of the motor. The input sequence s(k) in Fig. 8 (a) represents the continuous input of
the reference system by a density modulation of three levels. Then, we focus on the enlarged time interval
from 0 ms to 32 ms in Figs. 8 (b) and (c). The current pulses appear in the same direction with the sign of
s(k). That is, the H bridge module is successfully controlled by the controller. Note that the discontinuous
current change at 8 ms in Fig. 8 (c) is not caused by the change of s(k); it is due to the commutation by the
brush.

Figure 9 shows the angle trajectory measured in the experiment. Figure 9 (a) indicates that the motor
angle reaches the target, drawing the similar curve with the result of the numerical simulation. However,
there appears larger angle error compared with the results of numerical simulation. Figure 9 (b) shows
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Figure 7: Angle trajectory obtained through numerical simulations with PWM input. (a) Angle trajectory
with PWM input. (b) Difference between trajectories with PWM input and with continuous (ideal) input.
The blue line in (b) is reproduced from Fig. 6 (b) for reference purpose.
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Figure 8: Voltage input sequences and current waveforms measured in experiment. (a) Sequence s(k) of
whole experiment. (b) Enlarged view of (a). (c) Voltage and current measured at the input of the motor.

the angle error from the target 4. Here note that, although we designed the numerical model based on the
experimental setup, they have some differences. Due to the linearization in the modeling, the numerical
model does not include the following characteristics of the experimental setup:

4Note that Fig. 9 (b) does not show the difference from the simulation results.
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Figure 10: Configuration for trajectory control of manipulator with proposed subsystems.

• The resolution of the encoder is limited by 0.57◦.

• The gearbox has a backlash up to 3◦.

• The detent torque traps the motor angle at certain positions especially in slow rotation.

In fact, the error in the experimental results can be explained by these modeling difference. In Fig. 9 (a),
there remains a constant error in 1–7 s, and then occurs a sudden jump at 7 s. This is caused mainly by the
detent torque, which is not included in the numerical model. There also appears a small oscillation in 2–5 s,
which is due to the limited resolution of the encoder. Taking them into consideration, we conclude that the
angle control was successfully achieved with a packetized power supply. Although we put a priority on the
simplicity of the models and accepted these differences, they will be reduced by introducing a more realistic
model for P by utilizing a quantizer design method that accepts a nonlinear plant model [23].

4 Trajectory control of manipulator
In this section, we discuss trajectory control of 2-degree-of-freedom manipulator by power packets based
on the proposed subsystems for motor control. Decentralized subsystem with a dc brushed motor is imple-
mented into each joint of the manipulator. Power and control signals are transferred in a packetized form,
and they are processed by the individual subsystems.

4.1 Experimental setup
Figure 10 shows the configuration for feedback control of manipulator by power packets. It consists of one
power source, two joint motors, and a dispatching system between them. The joint motors are the same
ones as used in Section 3.
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Figure 11: Circuit configuration for manipulator control.

Table 3: Switching table for packet generator.

SWG1 SWG2 Operation
ON OFF Output “HIGH”
OFF ON Output “LOW”
OFF OFF Idling
ON ON (Prohibited)

Figure 12: Tag assignment rule for manipulator control.

Figure 11 shows the circuit configuration of the dispatching system. The circuit consists of a packet
generator 5 and a Router for Motor Drive (RMD). The packet generator and the RMD have its own controller
to turn on/off the switches. The circuits adopt bi-directional switches for future expansion, while we here
consider the transfer only on the direction from left to right in the figure. A group of two back-to-back
switches is called just a switch throughout this paper.

The packet generator produces a sequence of power packets by circuit switching. Figure 11 (a) shows
the circuit configuration of the packet generator. The two switches SWG1 and SWG2 are controlled in a
complementary manner to generate the logic “HIGH” and “LOW” and the payload. Table 3 shows the
switching rule of the switches. For logic output in information tags, SWG1 is turned on to output “HIGH”
and SWG2 to output “LOW”. For power output during payload, SWG1 is kept on and SWG2 is kept off.

The voltage of the power source is set at 10 V. The length of a power packet is set at 800 µs. In
the experiments, the target angles of the motors are transferred by information tags. Each power packet
transfers a target angle of one motor. For j = 1, 2, · · · , the (2 j − 1)-th power packet transfers a target angle
of the motor 1, and (2 j)-th transfers that of the motor 2. Figure 12 shows the signal assignment rule for
information tags. The start and end signals of a power packet are represented by fixed sequences. The target
motor is indicated by 4 bit: “0000” for the motor 1 and “0001” for the motor 2 6, where 1 and 0 represent

5The packet generator has a similar configuration with what we call a mixer [8]. We call it packet generator in this paper because
it has only one source and does not handle power packets from different sources.

6The unused 3 bit can be used for a future expansion and/or for another coding technique with more noise immunity, for example.
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Table 4: Operation mode of RMD and corresponding switching states. Switching states are represented
by a combination of the three states: (SWR,H bridge 1, H bridge 2). The items with an underscore are
prohibited in the setting of case II.

s2(k) = V s2(k) = −V s2(k) = 0
s1(k) = V (ON,CW,CW) (ON,CW,CCW) (ON,CW,0)

s1(k) = −V (ON,CCW,CW) (ON,CCW,CCW) (ON,CCW,0)
s1(k) = 0 (ON,0,CW) (ON,0,CCW) (OFF,0,0)

Figure 13: Circuit configuration of isolator module.

Table 5: Gain parameters for PID controllers K1 and K2.

Item Motor 1 Motor 2
Kp 90 30
Ki 30 10
Kd 0 0

Table 6: Designed parameters of the quantizers Q1 and Q2.

Item Motor 1 Motor 2
Aq 0.9972 0.9972
B1q -0.9986 -0.9986
B2q 0.9986 0.9986
Cq -0.9986 -0.9986

HIGH and LOW, respectively. Then the following 9 bit expresses the target angle as a binary number: e.g.
“000101010” equals to 42◦.

The target trajectory of the manipulator is set as sinusoidal waveforms of different amplitude and fre-
quency for the individual joints. The trajectories for discrete time k are defined as

θt,1(k) = round(45 sin(2π f1k)), θt,2(k) = round(−60 sin(2π f2k)), (12)

where the function round(·) maps its argument to the nearest integer. The frequency coefficients are set as
f1 = 3× 10−4 and f2 = 4× 10−4. The target angles are stored in the controller of the packet generator as the
formulas (12). At every power packet generation, the controller computes a value of that time instant and
converts it to a binary to use for a header signal.

The produced power packets are forwarded to the RMD and then distributed to the motors. Figure 11
(b) shows the circuit configuration of the RMD. The RMD is composed of an isolator module to read the
information tag and a routing circuit to dispatch power packet to motors. Figure 13 shows the configuration
of the isolator module. The isolator module converts a voltage waveform of a tag to a logic input of
the controller. The routing circuit consists of a switch and two subsystems for close-loop motor control
defined in Section 2 7. When a power packet is transferred to the RMD, it first reads the header tag.
Until it reads the end of the header, the switch SWR is kept off to block current. Then, the controllers
of the individual subsystems determine the supply of the following payload s(k) based on a PID law and
quantizer algorithms. During the payload, SWR and H bridges are controlled so that the power is supplied

7Compared with the previously proposed router [9], the switches to dispatch the input payload to the motors are replaced by
subsystems.
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Figure 14: Enlarged view of voltage waveform of information tag.

to the requested motor(s) in the requested polarity. Table 4 shows the operation mode and corresponding
switching states. The switching state is kept until the end of the payload. Lastly, when the controller detects
the footer signal, all the switches are turned off. This procedure is repeated at every power packet input.

In the tag reading of the RMD, it is important to synchronize the clock of the packet generator and the
RMD. In this paper, we adopt an additional wire for this purpose. However, the wire can be removed by
introducing an algorithm for autonomous clock synchronization reported in [29].

Now, let us move on to the design of the continuous-valued controller and the quantizer. In the manip-
ulator control, each motor is controlled locally for simplicity of the controller design. The PID scheme and
the quantizer for the motor i (i = 1, 2) are called Ki and Qi, respectively. Then it is assumed that P, the
manipulator, can be divided into two independent linear systems P1 and P2. Pi is defined as a combination
of the motor i and a constant inertial load. We design Ki and Qi for these models. Of course, strictly speak-
ing, the equation of a 2 DOF manipulator cannot be decoupled in such a way. However, it is well-known
that the decoupling is applicable to position control of a manipulator with continuous-valued PID control
under some constraints on the controller gain parameters [30]. For the simplicity of the implementation of
the control algorithms in the experimental setups, we adopt this decoupling method. When more precise
modeling is required, a quantizer design method for nonlinear P and K is available [23].

We set the gain parameters for PID controllers K1 and K2 as listed in Table 5, and the parameters of
the quantizers Q1 and Q2 as listed in Table 6. Note that, due to the difference between the actual P and the
combination of P1 and P2, the obtained quantizer is not necessarily optimal in the sense of output error. We
do not focus on the strict evaluation of control performance in this section, which was already confirmed in
Section 3. Instead, we focus on the dispatching of power packets based on the demand of each motor.

As is mentioned in the introduction, our target systems are disconnected from the external grid. They
have limitations on the maximum rate of instantaneous power transferred by a power packet due to the
capacity of the source, power lines, and so on. For the control of multiple loads under such a constraint,
a demand response can be a solution. In the experimental setup explained above, power packets from
one source can be supplied to two loads. Such an overlapping supply occurs with the set of si(k) marked
with an underscore in Table 4. To represent the limitation of the supply, we set an additional case for
experiments, where the overlapping supply is prohibited. This idea is based on the TDM feature of the
power packet dispatching system. Because the power supply is represented by a density flow, some time
intervals are used to supply and others not. We expect that the unused time intervals are utilized instead of
the overlapping supplies.

As a software realization of the limitation, we introduce a supply selector to the controller of the sub-
systems. The supply selector limits the maximum number of motor supplied by a power packet to just one.
This is realized by a communication between the controllers of the two subsystems. When the computation
of the controller results in the overlapping |s1(k)| = |s2(k)| = 10, the selector takes the one which has larger
angle error |θt,i − θi| at that time instant. The request of the selected motor remains as it is and of the other
is renewed by zero.

In the following experiments, we set two cases: (case I) without selector and (case II) with selector.
There is no difference in the setup except for the selector. We first confirm the achievement of the manipu-
lator control by power packets through case I, and then present a demand response operation through case
II.
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Figure 15: Angle trajectories of case I (without selector). (a) Motor 1: measured angle trajectories and
their targets. (b) Motor 2: measured angle trajectories and their targets. (c) Difference between measured
trajectories and their targets.
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Figure 16: Input sequences in case I (without selector). (a) s1(k) of motor 1. (b) s2(k) of motor 2.

Table 7: Number of overlapping, one-side and no power packet supply in experiment of Case I (without
selector).

Supply status Number of supplies
Overlapping : |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 20 211

One-side: |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 10 3593
No supply: |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 0 6197
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Figure 17: Voltage and current sequence measured in case I (without selector). (a) s1(k) of motor 1 in
enlarged view. (b) s2(k) of motor 2 in enlarged view. (c) Input voltage of router and current flowing to
motor 1 and motor 2.
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Figure 18: Sum of input sequences in case I (without selector).

4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Case I

First, let us confirm the successful transfer of signals by power packets. Figure 14 shows a voltage waveform
of a header of a power packet. The header indicates the logic sequence “101 0000 000101010.” That is, the
target angle of the motor 1 at that time instant is 42◦. In this way, the target angle of the motors is transferred
to the controller of the subsystems. In Figs. 15 (a) and (b), blue plots show the target angle trajectories.
Note that the targets in the figures are what the router recognized based on the transferred tags, not what was
given to the controller of the packet generator. We can see the sinusoidal targets are transferred correctly
in almost all the power packets, although they sometimes deviate from sinusoidal curves of Eq. (12). The
deviation is due to a variable computation time of the controller of the packet generator. The software
implementation of the target trajectory generation, i.e. the computation of the sinusoidal functions, does
not guarantee its real-time operation. Thus, the logic sequence of the tag is sometimes revised just while
the packet generator is outputting the bit that is subject to the revision. The errors can be removed by an
introduction of a real-time computing technique.

Next, we confirm the achievement of the trajectory control. In Figs. 15 (a) and (b), the joint angles
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Figure 19: Input sequences in case II (with selector). (a) s1(k) of motor 1. (b) s2(k) of motor 2.

follow their targets successfully. In fact, Figs. 15 (c) shows that the absolute error between the target and
the measured is at most 5◦ degrees except for the beginning of the experiment. The average error for the
whole experiment time is 2.0◦ and 1.8◦ for the motor 1 and the motor 2, respectively. Although we cannot
evaluate them with a theoretical reference as mentioned in Section 4.1, the average error is smaller than
the mechanical uncertainty caused by a backlash (see Section 3.3). Moreover, the major part of the error
appears as a certain delay and an overshoot from the target. They are caused by the limited performance of
PID control in trajectory control: the finite response time and the trade-off between fast response and a small
overshoot. From these perspectives, we conclude that the trajectory control was achieved with packetized
input. We emphasize again that the important point is the comparison of the performance in case I and case
II, which is presented in the next subsection.

Now we confirm the transfer of power packets based on the control signals si(k). Figure 16 shows the
input sequences s1(k) and s2(k). Comparing the signal sequences si(k) in Fig. 16 and the angle trajectories
in Fig. 15, it is confirmed that the sign and the density of the power packet supply are controlled accord-
ing to the acceleration/deceleration of the motors. Figure 17 shows the enlarged input sequences and the
voltage and current waveforms in the corresponding time interval. The voltage is measured across the input
terminals of the H bridge modules (common for each), and the current is measured at the plus side of the
terminals. We can see that current pulses occur in accordance with the input sequences. From the results,
we can confirm that the experimental setup successfully dispatched power packets based on the target signal
transferred by information tags and the request of the controller. Note that the position of the current mea-
surement is before the H bridge modules 8, so no matter what the sign of si(k) is, there appears no difference
in the current waveforms. The direction of the motor current can be identified by comparing them with the
input sequences, si(k).

Now Fig. 17 indicates that the overlapping supply to motor 1 and motor 2 sometimes occurred. Figure 18
shows the sum of absolute inputs |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| for the entire experiment. The values 20, 10 and 0 in
the figure indicate that the overlapping, one-side and no power supplies occurred at the time intervals,
respectively. Table 7 shows the number of these supplies for the whole experimental time. The overlapping
transfer occurred in more than 200 time slots, while there were more than 6000 empty time slots. This
result is not ideal from the perspective of the instantaneous power concentration, which might result in an
exceed of the limitation of the power source. Through the following experiment of case II, we confirm that
the selector can be a solution for this problem.

4.2.2 Case II

Figure 19 shows the input sequences of case II. The qualitative tendency of the change of the density
according to the acceleration/deceleration is same as in the case I. However, the sequence differs in detail.
Figure 20 shows the sum of absolute inputs |s1(k)| + |s2(k)|. We can confirm that there is no simultaneous
supply in any time slots. Table 8 shows the number of each supply status during the experiment. Compared

8This is different from the measurement position of the experiment in Section 3.
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Figure 20: Sum of input sequences in case II (with selector).

Table 8: Number of overlapping, one-side and no power packet supply in experiment of case II (with
selector).

Supply status Number of supplies
Overlapping : |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 20 0

One-side: |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 10 3874
No supply: |s1(k)| + |s2(k)| = 0 6127
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Figure 21: Angle trajectories of case II (with selector). (a) Motor 1: measured angle trajectories and
their targets. (b) Motor 2: measured angle trajectories and their targets. (c) Difference between measured
trajectories and their targets.

with the results in case I, the number of one-side supplies is increased by 281. They compensate the
simultaneous supplies of 211 times in case I.

In spite of the modification of the power packet sequences, there appears no remarkable degradation
of the control performance. Figure 21 shows the angle trajectories measured in case II. Although some
error occurred for the same reasons with those in case I, the angle trajectories follow the target successfully.
In fact, the average absolute error of the motor 1 and the motor 2 are 1.9◦ and 1.8◦, respectively. From
the perspective of the angle error, we conclude that no performance degradation occurred with the selector
implemented. The modification of power packet sequence by the demand response operation with the
selector successfully reduced the amount of instantaneous power without affecting the control performance.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the decentralized subsystem for packet-based feedback control. With the ap-
plication of the proposed scheme to angle control of a dc motor, the successful operation was confirmed
numerically and experimentally. Then, we presented the application to the manipulator drive. The experi-
ments showed the achievement of successful trajectory control and the peak-power reduction based on the
demand response operation of the subsystems.

The proposed scheme can be applied to a dispatching system for a robot manipulator with more DOFs
by simple expansion. In the simplest way, the proposed subsystems are connected in parallel to form a
router for motor drive. The parallel addition of a subsystem is available as long as there are unused time
slots for power packets available (see Tables 7 and 8). For systems with more DOFs, it is also possible
to install multiple sources and a network of routers between the sources and the loads. An appropriate
construction of the network can provide multiple paths for a power packet transfer [9], which contributes to
an increased transfer capacity of the dispatching network. Now note that the proposed system is applicable
even when a robot manipulator is equipped with motors of different power and voltage ratings for each
DOF. The TDM transfer enables to handle power packets of different voltage and/or power ratings in the
same dispatching network without putting additional power converters [11].

As is mentioned above, the notion of a transfer capacity of a power dispatching network is important
in the design of a power packet dispatching network. It tells us the maximum number of loads that can
be driven by a given dispatching network. Conversely, when the type and the number of loads are given,
it suggests how many paths the network needs to have, for example. However, we have so far used an
ad hoc methodology to determine the structure of a dispatching network. A general formulation for a
capacity estimation is thus one of the future research direction. A challenge is that there are many factors
to be considered. They include voltage levels of the sources, a unit time length of a power packet, and a
maximum time interval during which a load can stand without a supply 9. It might be a good way to begin
with a simplified problem by fixing some of them, and then to expand it to more general problems.

In this paper, we assumed the two motors have the same ratings and thus the voltage amplitude of
all power packets is identical. However, in a general dispatching system with multiple power sources,
the sources can have different voltage levels. In addition, from the viewpoint of control, the existence of
different voltage levels in a network also has a potential to provide another advantage. For example, let us
consider the case where a wrist joint of a manipulator is required to move quickly, and the power source
for a base joint of the manipulator, which has a larger voltage level than for the wrist, can afford to supply
another load as well. The initial response speed of the wrist can be enhanced by the use of power packets
of the larger voltage level at the beginning of a whole movement. On the contrary, at the final stage of the
movement, the wrist movement become slow and thus a precision is more important than the quick response.
In this stage, power packets of the lower voltage are more suitable. From these perspectives, a modification
of the proposed control scheme to include such a selection of power sources can be an interesting future
direction. Now note that, in the power packet dispatching system, it is not a good way to prepare redundant
sources for each of loads. It is not acceptable in some of our target applications such as vehicles because it
increases the weight and volume of the system significantly. Instead, we consider the case where the loads
can share the sources that usually supply their own loads. The point is that the redundancy is not provided
for each of the loads, but for the whole system.

The proposed scheme can also be applied to a dispatching network for distributed robots and/or any
other (groups of) loads. Let us now consider a network depicted in Figure 22 as an example. The network
consists of sub-networks, which have a similar configuration with the dispatching system discussed in
Section 4. One point that should be noted is that the packet generator is replaced by a router that connects
a sub-network to others as well as its local sources 10. Thus, a part of power can be from other sub-
networks. This configuration is for a power sharing among sub-networks, which increases the performance
of the whole system compared to the case where the sub-networks are disconnected from each other. As is
presented in the experimental results of Section 4, some time slots are not used for a power supply. They
can be shared with other sub-networks that have an instantaneous shortage of power due to, for example,
a heavy duty on multiple joints of the manipulator. To introduce such a network, a part of the proposed
scheme regarding the packet generation should be modified. In the scheme at the routers, a source selection
algorithm is required. The algorithm assigns the power requested from loads to the sources; which is
called an upstream dispatching of power packets [31, 32]. The proposed scheme regarding the RMDs is
implemented similarly with the setup in this paper.

9The time interval is related largely to the specification of the load such as electrical and mechanical time constants in the case of
a robot manipulator. If the interval is sufficiently shorter than the time constants, the fluctuation of states such as the angle is expected
to be small.

10A router configuration for multiple input/output has been presented in [9]. In the study, the power packet routing via multi-stage
routers in a dispatching network has also been confirmed in experiments.
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Figure 22: Dispatching network for distributed robots.

The motors used in the experiments are for a hobby use and their power ratings are relatively small.
However, the proposed scheme is applicable to general loads that can be modeled by a state-space repre-
sentation. In addition, the hardware setup of the power packet dispatching system has a potential to handle
power transfer of much larger ratings. We have already confirmed that synchronous motors of kW-order
ratings for an industrial use can be controlled by power packets supplied in an open-loop manner [11]. The
next step will be the modification of the control scheme for such multi-phase motors. We consider that our
previous studies on stepper motor drives by power packets [14] [15] will give a clue for the solution.

Here, note that the software of the developed subsystem is still subject to future improvement. For
example, the results of Section 3 show that the unnecessary oscillation of s(k) occurred especially while
the angle was near the target. Such an oscillation is not ideal from the perspective of the energy efficiency.
A solution to improve the efficiency would be a replacement of the evaluation function (6) with quadratic
function of both state and input variable [33].

The target of this research is the decentralized control of the flow of power packets based on the con-
venience of both the sources and the loads. The demand response operation in Section 4 is an example
to present the possibility. Here, we put an emphasis on the importance of the physical integration of the
transfer of power and information. The discrepancy of an actual power flow (physical quantity) and its
virtual flow computed in cyber world (information) results in a critical failure of the whole power system.
From this viewpoint, the power packet dispatching system is a promising candidate for the realization of the
decentralized processing of power and information, especially in applications with a limited power capacity.

A Numerical models of P and K

The coefficient matrices for state space expression of P are

Pa =

2.9404 × 10−1 0 −4.3308 × 10−2

6.1610 × 10−5 1.0000 7.9501 × 10−4

1.2823 × 10−1 0 9.8598 × 10−1

 , Pb =

2.1026 × 10−1

8.1673 × 10−6

2.8005 × 10−2

 , (13)

Pc1 =

[
0 1 0
0 0 1

]
, Pc2 =

[
0 1 0

]
. (14)

The coefficient matrices for state space expression of K are

Ka = 1.0000, Kb1 = T, Kb2 =
[
−T 0

]
, Kc = Ki, (15)

Kd1 = Kp, Kd2 =
[
−Kp −Kd

]
. (16)
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